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1: A beginner's guide to growing fruit | Life and style | The Guardian
Top ten easy to grow fruit trees and plants. You don't need an orchard to grow your own fruit at home. Apple trees and
strawberries, rhubarb and figs will all thrive in a British garden.

Shutterstock Our editor, Clare Foggett, reveals the five easiest fruit trees to grow for a delicious harvest. The
prospect of growing fruit trees can be daunting â€” pollination groups, complicated pruning involving spurs
and tips, countless tricky pests â€” but choose your variety wisely and you can sidestep many of the scarier
aspects of fruit cultivation. I have read and accept the Terms of Service and Privacy Policy. Apricots are
members of the Prunus family, all members of which are best left unpruned to minimise the risk of canker and
silver leaf diseases, both of which can enter the tree through pruning wounds. If any misplaced or damaged
branches need removing, prune them out during the height of summer. Both produce large fruit, their orange
skins blushed with pink, in a good year. The only problem you may encounter is that it can sometimes be so
laden down with fruit, its branches can snap under the weight. Prop the branches up to avoid damage. And its
fruit are delicious: It makes a compact tree so is suitable for small gardens, is easy to grow and
heavy-cropping. The fruit are like a cross between an apple and a pear, their white flesh crisper and crunchier
with a hint of strawberry-like flavour. The trees are vigorous and have attractive foliage, as well as good
autumn colour that makes them ornamental in their own right. Black Mulberry â€” Morus nigra photo: They
tend to have a wide habit so need enough room to spread out. They also need to be somewhere warm, so are
perhaps best for gardeners in the milder south of the country. Mulberries need little pruning , another bonus,
and their fruit is sublime. Buy all of our top 5 fruit trees from Pomona Fruits, tel: This informative guide will
prompt you when the best time is to sow, grow and harvest your home grown produce for delicious results
year round. For more information and sign up, click here. For more how to guides from The English Garden,
click here.
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Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App. Then you
can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

Of course, the best tasting fruit is always the kind you pop in your mouth straight from the vine or tree, a
freshness like no other. So is should come as no surprise that homegrown fruit is far superior to that bought
from the grocery store because it is fresher and does not have to travel. Not to mention, you always know what
has been put on the fruit fertilizers, pesticides, etc. Once considered as taking up too much space, fruit trees
are now available in dwarf cultivars and can even be grown in containers. Even though fruit can be one of the
most enjoyable crops in the garden, it is probably the most neglected. Below we have come up with a few tips
to help you have fruit success! The best time to plant fruit trees, bushes and berries is between late autumn and
mid spring. Plant to the same depth as they were in their pots. Since your plant will likely remain in the
ground for a long time, it is important to thoroughly prepare the soil so it is in the best condition possible.
Make sure to incorporate plenty of organic material under the roots of the plant; this will help keep the soil
moist as well as give a continuous supply of nutrients until the plants are established. A large range of organic
soil conditioners are available; stop by Fairview and ask an associate for assistance picking out the right
conditioner for your project. Keep plants watered in dry weather until firmly established. Mulch applied
around the base of the plants will preserve moisture and keep weeds away. Harvest your fruit when properly
ripe. It will always ripen better on the stem. Fruit that is to be stored should be picked just a little before their
peak ripeness. Fruit can be kept for up to twelve months after preservation in jams, jellies or freezing.
Strawberries Strawberries are one of the best loved fruits. They are not difficult to grow! They can be grown
in pots, hanging baskets, towers or planted directly in a garden bed. The plants will remain productive for only
about three years, so after the second or third year of fruiting, newly rooted plants should be dug and cut from
runners to be planted in a different location. What are runners, you ask? After fruiting, strawberries send out
runners which will drop roots at intervals along their length to produce new plants. Strawberries like an open,
sunny location with well drained soil. They should be planted in fall or early spring, about fifteen inches apart.
Place straw or mulch under the leaves to keep the fruit off the ground where they will get dirty and rot. Cut off
all leaves after fruiting and destroy to remove any pests or diseases. Remove any runners unless you want to
keep new plants. Birds and slugs are their main pests. Netting can shield against birds. Blueberries Blueberries
have become popular in landscapes and gardens. The rich, fruity flavor of blueberries make it a delicious,
edible and decorative addition. They grow well in acidic soil conditions. Plant in a sunny area, although they
can tolerate some light shade. Pruning can be done in winter or very early spring but do not prune until the
bush has become mature enough to produce fruit. Fruiting occurs on second or third year wood, so only cut
out dead or weak limbs. Blueberries are usually trouble free and their worst pests are birds. A bit of netting
can take care of this! At least two different varieties should be planted to cross pollinate for optimum
production of berries. When freezing blueberries to keep for later use, remove stems and put in freezer
container. Do not wash until you are ready to use them. This prevents them from sticking together in one big
clump and you can shake out only as many as you want to use. Figs Figs are among the easiest of fruit trees to
grow as they require very little maintenance. They need a sunny site with well drained soil. They should be in
an area that is protected from cold winter winds. A northern exposure keeps your fig tree dormant until it is
time for it to bud. Fertilize annually with a general purpose fertilizer when buds swell in late spring. They do
not require pruning but if needed, prune in late winter before growth begins. Figs need to ripen on the tree, so
pick them when soft. Once picked, they will stop ripening and will keep about four days to a week
refrigerated. Figs are loaded with fiber, vitamins and minerals. The fig tree is a beautiful ornamental with
silvery bark and large leaves; the branches age with a twisted, sculptured look. Wear gloves and long sleeves
when harvesting to prevent skin irritation from the fig latex. When planning your landscape, remember that
shrubs and trees do not have to be solely ornamental, they can supply you with delicious treats. One of the
great joys of life is fresh fruit straight from the plant. Consider a blueberry border or a fig tree as a focal point.
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It will be a great conversation piece as well as a food source. Come toFairviewGardenCenterto check out our
stock and get advice for your specific needs.
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Most selections bear a small crop of fruit in June or July and a larger one August to October. If you live in the Upper
South, grow fig trees in containers and bring them indoors for winter. In the Middle South, fig trees may die to the ground
following cold winters, but will then resprout.

Share via Email Size matters: Get crops into tight corners by planting stepovers. Gap Photos While it would
be nice to meander through your own orchard, plucking apples from trees, most of us have only a small patch
of garden to play with. Most soft and tree fruit will clamber up walls or grow in miniature form, so that even
the smallest garden can bulge with a large crop of fresh, delicious fruit. Growing fruit in containers Most
fruiting plants are happy in a pot. They can be taken inside to protect them from frost essential for tender
plants, such as lemons. Growth is restricted, which stimulates fruit production and stops the plant reaching its
usual size. It also means monsters such as figs, which would otherwise be too big for a tiny plot, can be
grown. Blueberries turn their noses up at alkaline soil, but grow contentedly in a tub of ericaceous compost.
Dwarf fruit trees are also brilliant in containers, just mix water-retaining crystals into the compost and feed
with a potash-rich fertiliser in early spring. Dwarf trees Most fruit trees are grown on rootstock â€” the roots
of a different variety or different fruit are attached to the young tree to give it certain characteristics. Dwarf
fruit trees are those grown on rootstock that stunts growth to around 2m. You need M27 rootstock for a tiny
apple tree, Quince C for pear, Gisela 5 for cherry and Pixy for plum. Dwarfs are sometimes available in
Minarette form â€” a vertical single stem. Walls of fruit Using dwarf trees, you can coat the walls, trellis and
fencing of your garden with fruit. The plants must be coaxed into specific shapes to save space and encourage
fruiting; buy these ready-formed or train them yourself. A fan shape is best for peaches, apricots and cherries,
and espalier an elegant structure of horizontal tiers for apples and pears. Both require sizeable walls. The best
for the tiny garden is the cordon, a tree trained into a single stem and leant at 45 degrees, usually in sequence
75cm-1m apart. Edible arbours Some rampant fruiting plants can be used to create shady retreats. Plant in full
sun and cut them back hard in winter. Buy them ready-trained or prune them into shape yourself. Pruning
Prune fruit bushes and trees at the right time of year and in the correct way to keep plants small and encourage
a big crop of fruit. Buying the right plants Most fruit prefers a sunny position, but if your garden is in
semi-shade, you can grow apples, blueberries, blackberries, raspberries, redcurrants, gooseberries and rhubarb.
Forget tender fruit, such as citrus and kiwi, if you live up north. If you have chalk soil, for instance, it will
provide you with rootstock that can cope with it. All the varieties above are self-fertile. With the exception of
strawberries and exotics, most fruiting plants should be planted between now and March, on a day when the
ground is neither soggy nor frozen. This article contains affiliate links, which means we may earn a small
commission if a reader clicks through and makes a purchase. All our journalism is independent and is in no
way influenced by any advertiser or commercial initiative. The links are powered by Skimlinks. By clicking
on an affiliate link, you accept that Skimlinks cookies will be set.
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[printfriendly] Easy to Grow Fruits Delicious Raspberries. If you're new to gardening, and worried that your first effort to
grow fruit will turn out to be a fruitless venture, the best place to begin is with easy to grow types of fruits.

Growing this grape yourself is possible, but is does take some planing. Although most are grown
commercially. Prevent disappointment, choose your variety with care The Concord variety is just one of many
cultivars grown in the flower and fruit gardens around the country. If you only want their decorative
appearance go for an easy sweet variety. If home made wine is your intention the Concord is a good choice,
but do check local conditions to see where the optimum lies. Grapes are green, red, purple, or black. Some
have seeds; some do not. Some do separate easily from the fruit slip-skin and some do not. Some are best for
table use, some are best preserved in jellies or jams, some are grown especially for wine making, and some
like the Concord Grape are multi-purpose. Planting and tending One thing all grapes have in common is the
way they grow. Plant in early spring after the frost leaves the ground in thoroughly tilled, weeded, and
composted soil. Pre-conditioning of the soil makes it rich in organic matter, yet provides good drainage.
Composting and good soil structure are important. In addition to growing in your garden, grape vines are a
beautiful ornamental and valuable as shade or screen plants around your flower and fruit garden. And when
trained on a trellis or arbor they give that exotic atmosphere we love to see. Grapes love full sun and will
produce best if planted on the south slope of your garden. It typically takes three years to establish a grape
planting, but once established, one arbor will produce up to 40 years, a single vine producing up to 20 pounds
of grapes per year! So as every wine grower can tell you its an investment that will take some time but the
payoff is huge. Off course proper care for the plant has to be taken. Pruning your Grape Vines The most
difficult part of growing grapes is the hefty amount of pruning required. When pruning, keep in mind that the
current seasons growth produces fruit from last seasons wood. Too heavy pruning results in an abundance of
foliage, but very little fruit. Too light pruning results in large yields of poor quality fruit. Balance is the key to
everything, but very important in this business. Depending on your location, prune grapevines once during
winter. However, this can be tricky because you should neither prune vines when sap begins to rise until
leaves are fully developed nor during periods of severe frost. Grapes grow new shoots from early spring
blossoms. If left unattended, these shoots will transform your grapevine into an unproductive and unruly
problem. Remove all weak, thin shoots and leave only the strongest shoot to develop. Flowers from this shoot
precede the development of fruit. Keep the beds clean and tidy You want the plant to have the maximum space
to grow. So keep the space where you keep your Grape Vines clean of weeds and other plants. Prune shoots
back to the third or fourth leaf after the fruits. Remove any new growth. Also remove all leaves from around
growing clusters to get maximum sun. Grapes change color long before they are ripe. To avoid picking
clusters before they reach their peak, taste the them first. This introduction provides the basics of grape
growing but when you are really serious about the matter knowledge is power. Mistakes you make when
starting out with this hobby become visible after years of tending your plant.
5: Grow the Concord Grape - An How To
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

6: A Crop-by-Crop Guide to Growing Organic | MOTHER EARTH NEWS
Lemon. This easy to grow tropical fruit is one of the best for containers. Just make sure you protect your lemons from
frost or they'll die. If you're in frost prone areas then growing your lemons in containers means you can move them
inside over the winter.
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Easy to Grow Fruit for Your Yard Fruit growing in your yard is the ultimate in convenience food, just hanging there
waiting for you to pick and eat. Of course, the best tasting fruit is always the kind you pop in your mouth straight from the
vine or tree, a freshness like no other.

8: Easy Fruit to Grow in your Landscape
Vertical Gardening: Grow Up, Not Out, for More Vegetables and Flowers in Much Less Space Determine the date of
your last frost and your hardiness zone Vegetable seeds such as eggplant, tomatoes, and peppers take a significantly
longer time to germinate than others.

9: The five easiest fruit trees to grow - The English Garden
Growing citrus in warm-winter climates is easy if done right. An important detail when planting citrus is to watch the salt
levels of your soil. Symptoms of salt damage can range from slow growth of plants to burnt edges on leaves.
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